
Rainbow colormaps are as evil as goto:

“Rainbow Color Map (Still) Considered Harmful” - Borland and Taylor, 2007:

The goal is to make the rainbow color map as rare in visualization as the goto statement is 
in programming (...)

Tests

Smooth x non-smooth data

                     surface                                            grayscale                                           B-Y uniform (defined here)

CO map of the Galaxy, from the data of Dame, Hartmann and Thaddeus (2001, 683 citations) with similar colormap as 
used in the paper

With B-Y uniform, same range

With B-Y uniform, full range
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Abstract

Commonly used colormaps, such as those provided with most image display software, tend to be 
defined as simple functions of device color spaces, usually the Cartesian RGB or the conical HLS 
or HSV spaces. Though these maps are typically simple to define and have an ordering that is 
easily interpreted, they are not, in general, perceptually uniform. Thus data variations of a given 
magnitude get mapped into color variations of different perceptual magnitude, either hiding 
structure in the data, or exaggerating the perceived contrast, creating artifacts. This problem has 
been particularly well documented for the still too commonly used "rainbow" colormaps, as is 
shown, for instance, in a recent review by Borland and Taylor (2007).

This work presents colormaps defined from perceptually uniform colorspaces, designed to 
optimize the detection and fidelity of the perceived structure in the images. We achieved uniformity 
by defining the maps in the CIE Lab space, which was defined with the specific objective of having 
Cartesian distances between points correspond to the perceived color differences between them. 
We defined completely uniform colormaps by selecting the longest straight lines in these spaces. 
While these have the desired uniformity, they end up spanning a small length, due to the limitation 
of being straight lines. Thus we also defined maps that are slightly nonuniform (they are smooth 
lines with large curvature radius), spanning longer lines to have a wider dynamic range.

Another innovation is the definition of maps for cyclical variables. When one wants to represent a 
cyclical variable (such as an angle or a time of day), the desired topology for best representation of 
this variable is no longer a straight line, but is a circle through a uniform space. The circle is cyclical, 
thus does not introduce an artificial discontinuity in the perceived data, and has the correct 
perceptual distance between its points. Similarly to the case of the smooth lines used to provide 
wider dynamical range at the expense of a small nonuniformity, we also defined elliptical maps, to 
provide wider dynamical range for cyclical variables.
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The problem

Displaying a 2D array as 1-channel image is one of the most common visualization tasks.

Requires choosing a colormap, that goes from the 1D range of data values, to some 
trajectory in the 3D display colorspace (the RGB cube, with 2563 uniformly distributed 
points).

The solution

Perceptually uniform colormaps are achieved by choosing straight lines through a percpetually 
uniform colorspace (CIE Lab), within the sRGB gamut (for computer displays).

sGRB colorspace (cube)    sRGB cube is not uniform in the CIE Lab space

rainbow map in CIE Lab space
(very non uniform)

Infrared image of Titan (by Cassini VIMS) with different maps

B-W linear                             Rainbow                               Blue/white

Red Temperature                  B-W nonuniform                   B-Y uniform
                                              (defined here)                      (defined here)

Problems with standard colormaps

Their definition did not consider how colors are perceived by humans
Create artifacts, suppressing some data structures, and creating false ones

They are usually limited to 256 values
Remnant from the days of 8-bit colormapped displays.
Low dynamic range saturates the ends of the range, or suppresses small variations.

Trajectories in CIE Lab space of some of the colormaps defined in this work

acyclical uniform maps cyclical uniform maps      acyclical smooth maps         cyclical smooth maps
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Table 1. Statistics from the 2001 through 2005 IEEE Visualization Conference proceedings papers
implementing pseudocoloring to display data and that use the rainbow color map.
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